Effects of ageing and long-term subcultivation on collagen lattice contraction and intra-lattice proliferation in three rat cell types.
Many cells can contract a hydrated collagen lattice when seeded within one, reorganizing the collagen fibrils into a compact structure by tractional forces exerted during cell movement and translocation. The effects of ageing on this tractional-motility property of cells was examined for three cell types from adult Fischer 344 male rats: skin fibroblasts, aortic smooth muscle cells, and dedifferentiated chondrocytes. All cell types at low population doubling levels (PDL less than 10) contracted collagen lattices, though with different proficiencies (smooth muscle cells greater than dedifferentiated chondrocytes greater than skin fibroblasts). There was no significant difference in contraction ability of cell isolates of the same type obtained from 4-month and 24-30-month animals. Cells that had been subcultivated extensively (PDLs of 50-110) retained contractional ability. The cell types proliferated within lattices to varying extents, and there was no correlation between a cell type's extent of proliferation in a lattice and its proliferation in monolayer culture. That lattice contraction ability is preserved intact with ageing in three cell types suggests that the tractional forces exerted by cells on a collagen matrix in vitro may have a significant role in adult life in vivo.